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3980028 - Christmas tree SPIRA SMALL

from 104,62 EUR
Item no.: 326691

shipping weight: 1.30 kg
Manufacturer: LUKA ZAJC design

Product Description
Christmas tree SPIRA SMALL
SPIRA SMALL is designed for those who want to make the most of their space. If you use it as a table Christmas tree, have limited space or just want to keep things small and
simple, this is the perfect choice.
Assembly is simple, just assemble the stand, lift the spiral and place it over the pole. Natural wood scent and countless decoration possibilities let you enjoy the Spira Christmas tree
for many years.
The Spira Christmas tree is made of laser-cut plywood and a wooden stand. With its inventive packaging, the entire tree can be assembled and disassembled in a minute and
packed in a 5 cm high cardboard box.
Spira is a product made with love under the Alps. It is handmade by skilled craftsmen. We only make what inspires us and what we are really enthusiastic about. We focus on every
detail and have made it our mission to develop technical perfection. Nothing is left to chance.
Spira Mini is an ideal table decoration for your home or office. A unique design piece that instantly creates a festive atmosphere. Spira Mini is in a box that is only 2.5 cm high. This
makes it quick and easy to set up and takes up very little space.
Research shows that Christmas decorations improve our mood. Our brain associates decorations with pleasant festive feelings and triggers dopamine, also known as the happiness
hormone.
THIS ITEM DOES NOT INCLUDE DECORATION.

● Height: 85 cm
● Width: 50 cm
● Weight: 1.3 kg
● Package dimensions: 52 x 52 x 4 cm
● Number of notches for ornaments: 98
● Maximum weight of the decoration: 4.5 kg
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